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ABSTRACT
Emergency care systems (ECS) address a wide range of acute conditions, including emergent conditions from communicable diseases, non-communicable diseases, pregnancy and injury. Together, ECS represent an area of great potential for reducing morbidity and mortality in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs). It is estimated that up to 54% of annual deaths in LMICs could be addressed by improved prehospital and facility-based emergency care. Research is needed to identify strategies for enhancing ECS to optimise prevention and treatment of conditions presenting in this context, yet significant gaps persist in defining critical research questions for ECS studies in LMICs. The Collaborative on Enhancing Emergency Care Research in LMICs seeks to promote research that improves immediate and long-term outcomes for clients and populations with emergent conditions. The objective of this paper is to describe systems approaches and research strategies for ECS in LMICs, elucidate priority research questions and methodology, and present a selection of studies addressing the operational, implementation, policy and health systems domains of health systems research as an approach to studying ECS. Finally, we briefly discuss limitations and the next steps in developing ECS-oriented interventions and research.

INTRODUCTION
Since the adoption of the Sustainable Development Goals in 2015, there have been calls for more integrated, high-value approaches to healthcare delivery in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs). Well-organised, integrated emergency care is a promising health platform; the Disease Control Priorities Project estimates that over half of the deaths in LMICs are from conditions that can be addressed by prehospital and facility-based emergency care. However, the current approach to emergency care suffers from severe fragmentation lacking system-wide coordination and accountability which contributes to reducing efficacy within a set of resources. There is also little research on which components of emergency care systems (ECS) have the greatest impact, which mechanisms most effectively improve quality and expand access to critical services, or how to best match emergency care delivery to context. This paucity of research leaves policy-makers and planners with little guidance to inform resource allocation and effective programme development and assessment.

In July 2017, the National Institute of Health Fogarty International Center convened the
Collaborative on Enhancing Emergency Care Research in LMICs (CLEER), including a subgroup on ECS. This subgroup was tasked to apply ‘systems thinking’ to identify key research gaps and questions with the potential to inform the development of effective, equitable and high-quality emergency care, loosely defined for this discussion as the early, time-sensitive care provided for acute illness and injury. The results of prior consensus-based attempts to identify priorities for ECS research suggest many of the key unanswered questions in complex adaptive systems, such as ECS, are poorly suited to conventional interventional and implementation research methods. While these consensus papers address research agendas for both emergency care service delivery as well as emergency care and health systems in LMICs, no research framework for ECS has thus far been developed.

This manuscript draws on other fields of study, namely business operations management, education, econometrics and social sciences research to suggest other potential methods to investigate components of ECS. In doing so, we aim to (1) present a framework to assist research on ECS given the complexity of the system, (2) present key hitherto unanswered ECS research questions and (3) suggest the methodological approaches that can be taken to answer these questions. Many of the research methodologies discussed have not been applied to ECS yet, but the promising approaches and use in other fields are encouraging in providing possible research methodologies to study the efficacy and quality of ECS.

**BACKGROUND**

Health systems, according to the WHO, are all organisations, people and actions whose primary intent is to promote, restore and maintain health by improving health and health equity. The WHO Alliance for Health Systems and Policy Research has been working for two decades to promote ‘systems thinking’ or the implication in this specific context, but there are five complementary qualities within ‘systems thinking’ that elucidate its potential value for emergency care research, which are discussed below:

1. **Emphasises the importance of an interaction between connected components**, which is key to account for emergency care elements that are correlated and ideally coordinated with definitive care or other acute care services.

2. **Allows a practical treatment of components that may be implemented in different ways across various contexts.** This makes possible a comparative approach in which findings can be projected (even if only for hypothesis generation) across systems at very different levels of development. For example, the utilisation of a client-triggered ambulance service may have relevance to a sophisticated system with computerised call centre and global positioning system tracking as well as to a simpler system that uses mobile phones, grid maps and protocols.

One such example is the WHO Emergency Care System Framework.

3. **Enables routine and structured analysis of the feedback loops and process contexts that make ECS behaviour ‘messy’.** ECS tend to be multifaceted and unpredictable, reflecting the dynamic process of both positive and negative feedback loops. The implementation of emergency unit registries and surveillance are examples in which data collection approaches the status of an intervention, in that the feedback loop of gap identification, corrective action and ongoing monitoring has an impact well beyond any quantitative baseline and end-line analysis alone.

4. **Permits evaluation of outputs and outcomes, even where a causal pathway from the intervention can be neither mapped nor tracked as it happens.** Many examples exist of such ‘path dependency’ (a typical quality of complex systems) in emergency care. Triage is an example that is inadequately captured by traditional causal narratives, in which a single ‘intervention’ (triage implementation) shifts the relative position of many system elements (eg, how rapidly client receive interventions, how frequently reassessments are completed, how quickly a client is admitted to the intensive care unit, etc).

5. **Opens the possibility of network analysis, where any individual (node) within the system is characterised by its relative position and relationship to another node, rather than its inherent characteristics of the node itself.** The nature of referral flow through the acute care system—one of the most under-researched areas of emergency care—would be highly amenable to social network analysis.

The goals of ECS research are (1) to improve understanding of what ECS are and how they operate, (2) to determine what interventions improve both the public health impact and address the wider social value of ECS, (3) to identify cost-effective interventions that can be integrated at different levels of ECS, and (4) to develop and implement interventions that achieve and enhance access to respectful, high-quality care and improve health outcomes. As the field of health policy and system research (HPSR) has grown, ECS analysis has underused HPSR approaches. Our proposed research framework for ECS adapts well-established health system frameworks to better understand system functions and the nature of their interaction in emergency care (see figure 1).

**THE FRAMEWORK FOR ECS RESEARCH**

In this framework, ECS can be understood as complex adaptive systems (CAS), collections of individual actors with freedom to act in ways that are often not predictable, and whose actions are interconnected, so that one agent’s actions change the context for other agents. This model includes the following key elements:

1. A set of inputs and processes (building off of the WHO health systems building blocks) leveraging the...


1. Social-ecological model of a people-centred system.31 While difficult to represent, these components have a dynamic interplay which is heavily informed by access to, understanding and utilisation of information to make data-informed decisions. In addition to the traditional WHO building blocks, an ECS requires effective emergency triage, extensive communication and referral systems to ensure proper coordination, as well as management, mentoring and supportive supervision.14 21 29 These inputs and processes are nested in an open system where there is a continuous interflow of components from both within and without the system.32

2. A population who require emergency health services and participate in emergency care outcomes via health-seeking and health-promoting behaviour developed in part through people-centred design.33 34 Placing informed and empowered people at the centre of the health system requires integrated health services which are accountable to local stakeholders and, especially, to marginalised and underserved populations.31 This is particularly relevant to emergency health services as many people with high barriers to access may only seek care when acutely ill or injured.31

3. The incorporation of various modes of emergency service delivery (eg, community first-response models, out-of-facility emergency care and facility-based emergency care) and a mixture of service providers (eg, formal and informal, public and private).14 35

4. The outcomes and impact presented in this framework focus on population-level improvements in morbidity and amenable mortality,36 client confidence in ECS, fair financing and optimising resource allocation to emergency care for vulnerable populations, and reduction in disparities in mortality and disability.5

5. Data sources that can be used for operational, implementation and systems research by clients, frontline providers, managers and policy-makers.36 Techniques using health facility data can identify system readiness. Service delivery–based data audits can assess the quality of emergency care provided while population-based surveys evaluate health outcomes from emergency conditions.37 Empowered clients require a reciprocal relationship by being engaged in both understanding and using those data to maximise their health outcomes.

While health system domains and building blocks are a useful way to describe the ‘hardware’ of the system, ECS research must include social and economic determinants and the dynamic linkages between each component.38 Health systems performance is also profoundly influenced by systems ‘software’ or the values, norms, relationships, people and power of actors operating within and outside the system.39 Effective ECS research elucidates the non-linear, analogue and dynamic relationships between system software and the functional hardware system components.15 38

ECS, and thus research on ECS, operates at multiple levels. These include the macro-level architecture and oversight of the ECS (eg, global and national context, domestic health system), the meso-level functioning of emergency care organisation and interventions (eg, providers, health managers at the organisation and local level), and the micro level of the individual within the ECS (eg, community clients).36 38
Research Questions, Methodology and Considerations

A short list of priority research questions has been identified by the CLEER working group.

Which components of the WHO ECS Framework have the most effect on improving client outcomes and decreasing amenable deaths for the acutely ill in LMICs? Multiple components exist within the ECS (see online annex 1) where some limited research has been done assessing specific components. For example, organising a low-cost prehospital system was associated with a substantial decrease in trauma mortality in Cambodia and Iraq. A prehospital care service improved access and utilisation in Nepal. A review and meta-analysis of mortality in LMICs estimated a 25% reduction in risk of death from trauma in areas with prehospital trauma systems.

What are the minimum packaged care that are most effective in synergising components of ECS by care context and the burden of acute disease to deliver high-quality care? Various models of ECS delivery have been implemented throughout the world. In Malawi, restructuring the hospital intake, dedicating an emergency care area and initiating formal triage were associated with a reduction in 24-hour death from 36% to 12.6%. In rural Malawi, access to comprehensive emergency obstetric care reduced the risk of maternal mortality by half, lasting 2 years after the intervention.

Which ECS indicators and surveys are most context appropriate and feasible to measure at a given level of development across the care continuum? Research should address capture rates within the ECS, accessibility to users, challenges to health equity and facilitators of ECS components. A review from LMICs identified barriers to prehospital care categorised into six themes: culture/community, infrastructure, communication/coordination, transport, equipment and personnel.

How can ECS design and integration efficiently optimise access, equity and outcomes while reducing unnecessary emergency visits? It is often said that every system is perfectly designed to get the results it gets. To operationalise the above research priorities, it will be important to identify the overall purpose and goals of the research; to whom and how will it be useful; how will it add to the existing knowledge base; and what different types of research will be used. Systems thinking and HSPR research models will lend well to this type of ECS research as CAS.

While ‘system thinking’ provides a natural paradigm in which to understand ECS research, the operationalisation conducting research of ECS is more complicated and unclear. Finding pragmatic approaches to capturing dynamic interactions between systems components and causal loops requires a variety of multidisciplinary approaches. Implementation science iteratively collects data and provides feedback to stakeholders and into the system to more effectively promote evidence-based research into routine practice.

For other research questions, systems learning process may be evaluated. Depending on the specific research questions, settings and resources, study designs may include quasi-experimental designs (eg, econometric techniques like difference in difference, hybrid models) and pragmatic randomised control trials (RCTs) (step-wedge, cluster, comparative-effectiveness or interrupted time series). To address these priorities, researchers will need to use elements of clinical effectiveness, implementation and embedded research science. Comparative effectiveness designs are also useful to assess direct comparisons of existing healthcare interventions to determine which interventions pose the greatest benefits and least harms. Each of these study designs can provide insights into optimising ECS in LMICs. Table 1 outlines selected studies addressing the operational, implementation and health system domains of ECS research. The table outlines published studies on components of ECS with many focusing on training and education, triage development, lay provider prehospital training and trauma system implementation. To date, limited studies have been conducted on other components or the entire system.

More broadly, ECS are composed of complex adapting strategies and methodologies from different industries and fields of study are important ways to study interactions. For example, business operations research methods like queuing theory that look at the study of congestion and delays in waiting in line can help researchers study efficient and cost-effective patient workflows. Implementation research is designed to assess natural variability and measure change in response to planned interventions which can investigate evidence-based applications in LMIC settings. These typically require more transdisciplinary research teams and solid grounding in theory. Further, borrowing from social science and behavioural research methodology is warranted to understand different and/or adaptation of recognised approaches. These typically demand more observational and ethnographic methods that are not possible with the traditional randomised control designed studies.

It is important to note that the study design must be tailored to a variety of settings and contexts. Settings including urban, rural, conflict and disasters all present unique challenges for the implementation of research. Furthermore, research into system-level interventions requires traditional clinical (process or outcome) impact measures but should ideally also address issues of cost-effectiveness which allows for ranking and prioritisation more holistically. Overall, there will not be a ‘one size fits all’ approach to studying ECS; instead, a complementary array of approaches should be considered that is context specific and provides the most robust data on cost-effectiveness, efficacy and quality, which will require a shift in thinking from traditional RCT approaches.

Limitations

ECS research is a multidisciplinary field focused on CAS which are continuously evolving and responding to an interdependent array of components. Some questions have recently come up regarding HPSR in general, including:

1. Who defines the research questions for ECS and what is the process for their design?
## Table 1 Health system domain application to ECS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational domain</th>
<th>Focus of the research and operational issues of specific health programme</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Users of the research output</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training interventions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neonatal health</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Out-of-hospital care</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Triage</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational domain</th>
<th>Focus of the research and operational issues of specific health programme</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Users of the research output</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implementation (implementation science) domain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health systems domain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LMICs, low-income and middle-income countries; RCT, randomised controlled trial; TBI, traumatic brain injury.
2. Are these questions locally driven and applicable to local health policy and systems?
3. Can the research be designed to obtain generalisable data?
4. Are context appropriate human-centred design methodologies being widely applied?
5. How can respectful client care research elucidate acute care health-seeking behaviour and outcomes?
6. Since poor quality of healthcare is a major driver of excess mortality across acute conditions, how can this be addressed in the context of universal healthcare coverage?

Several limitations may be contributing to a scarcity of output regarding ECS and HPSR in LMICs. Examples include limited funds for health systems research, a focus on vertical programming and primary care which did not adequately integrate referral or ECS, and a focus on process research which does not adequately embed science or hybrid designs. Also, human-centred design approaches have been both underfunded and underused.31 These limitations drive investigators from countries of all income levels to focus on donor-driven agendas targeted to specific outputs and outcomes, rather than on CAS ECS research. In addition to being constrained by funding, there is insufficient comparable high-quality primary and secondary data to appropriately and consistently answer these research questions.21 Limited longitudinal data collecting systems are in place for ECS population-based data and not routinely collected by demographic and health surveys, ministries of health, non-governmental organisations or other agencies, which then limits the comparability of these data.

Another limitation is that ECS HPSR requires systems research experience and ECS-specific expertise capacity at various institutional and individual levels. Similarly, the lack of local emergency medicine development and the corresponding lack of capacity in relevant governmental agencies and academic departments is exacerbated by limited governmental research directorates, ethical review boards or policy guidance that pose challenges for HPSR research in general.

Finally, while beyond the scope of this paper, certain ethical concerns are particularly salient in the context of emergency care research in LMICs. These include (1) risk–benefit assessment and standards of care for participants with elevated baseline risk, (2) blurring of the roles of clinician and researcher, (3) populations with intersecting vulnerabilities, (4) fair participant selection, (5) quality of consent and (6) community engagement to name a few.50 In addition, thinking about who is commissioning the research and how the findings will be used are some of the questions that only scratch the surface of ethical considerations.

CONCLUSION

ECS are CAS that present diverse research and intervention challenges, particularly in resource-constrained settings. Funding, ethical considerations, conceiving and executing a context-grounded programme design all represent challenges. However, the potential impact of research that uses such a framework on evolving ECS in LMICs could have a tremendous influence on optimising systems to impact morbidity and mortality. In this paper, we present an ECS-specific research framework that references established frameworks. In this framework, we articulate distinct domains for ECS but also highlight research that is integrated across ECS domains—linking software and hardware components where feasible—or across points and levels of service, with consideration given to the outcomes of community-based, prehospital and facility-based care. For the studies and systematic reviews of interventions that meet these qualifications, we carefully consider their limitations to inform and guide researchers studying ECS moving forward.
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